
 

 

 
Datavideo Products 

HS-3200 

HS-3200 is a 12 channel professional mobile hand carry switcher with real 
Full 1080p/60 (3G) High Definition support, it features easy-to-use video 
streaming and recording appliance for professional video producers who 
need to simultaneously stream a live event and record the master quality 
version for post-event editing. 

 12 channel 1080p video switching, recording and streaming 

 Up to 8 Picture in Picture based on Flex Source support 

 Four video keyers 

 Broadcast quality H.264 media streaming for sending videos to 
broadcast platforms like Facebook, YouTube or Twitch 

 Record on SD Card for post-production 

 Pre-saved multiple sets of animation files and background pictures 

SE-3200 12-Ch 1080p digital video switcher also available   RM27,500 
 

RM42,500 ETA Q4 2018 

NVS-40 

NVS-40 is a multi-channel video encoder, streaming unit, & recording 
station. This single piece of equipment ensures that you can send out 
multiple streams to different destinations in a variety of bitrates. 

 Simultaneous 4 channel Live Streaming & Recording 

 Streaming to YouTube, Facebook & other live streaming platform.   

 Configurable bit rate up to 30Mbps per channel 

 Built-in de-interlacer & video downscaler 

 
RM9,500 ETA Q4 2018 

TLM-700K 

TLM-700K is a 7 inch LCD monitor with 4K video input.  

 Supports 4K HDMI input and loop-out 

 7 inch, 1920×1200 8-bit Full HD resolution 

 Portable, slim design 

 Peaking filter, aspect marker, audio level meter, and 
histogram supported. 

 75mm VESA and hot-shoe mounts for fixing atop a 
camera or camcorder 

 

 
RM1,150 

NH-100 

Datavideo NH-100 Nighthawk is a revolutionary camera made for high-
end EFP, live events and stage performances.  

 Cinematic Quality 4/3” CMOS sensor (approx. 20.89 Mega pixel) 

 Ultra Low-Light Capture (ISO: 409,600) 

 High Dynamic Range   

 12-bit Video Processor 

 Full HD 60fps Capture 

 External Microphone Input (48V phantom power available) 

 Simultaneous HDMI x1 and SDI x2 Output 

 Remote Control Over Wi-Fi   

 MFT Lens Mount (Micro 4/3) 

 2 Rows of Quarter Twenty-Inch Mounting Holes for Accessories 

 
RM15,000 (Body only, no lens)  

ETA: Q4 2018 
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